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NEW QUESTION: 1
Review the output of the command get router info routing-table
all shown in the Exhibit below; then answer the question
following it.
Which one of the following statements correctly describes this
output?
A. The two routes to the 10.0.2.0/24 subnet are ECMP routes and
traffic will be load balanced based on the configured ECMP
settings.
B. 172.16.2.1 is the preferred gateway for subnet 10.0.2.0/24.
C. The route to the 10.0.2.0/24 subnet via interface Remote_1
is the active and the route via Remote_2 is the backup.
D. OSPF does not support ECMP therefore only the first route to
subnet 10.0.1.0/24 is used.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which command enables L2 QoS support in all VLANs (including

the native VLAN)?
A. switchport trunk native vlan tag
B. mls qos trust dscp
C. switchport priority extend cos
D. mls qos rewrite ip dscp
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
You can enter the switchport trunk native vlan tag command to
enable the tagging of native VLAN traffic on a per-port basis.
When tagging is enabled, all the packets on the native VLAN are
tagged and all incoming untagged data packets are dropped, but
untagged control packets are accepted. When tagging is enabled,
it will allow for L2 QoS support in all VLANs, including the
native VLAN.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: D
Explanation:
If the user is trying to connect to a Linux EC2 instance and
receives the connection time out error the probable reasons
are: Security group is not configured with the SSH port The
private key pair is not right The user name to login is wrong
The instance CPU is heavily loaded, so it does not allow more
connections

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have a Microsoft 365 subscription that contains all the
user data.
You plan to create the retention policy shown in the Locations
exhibit. (Click the Locations tab.)
You configure the Advanced retention settings as shown in the
Retention exhibit. (Click the Retention tab.)
The locations specified in the policy include the groups shown
in the following table.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:

Explanation:
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/r
etention-policies
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